Summary of CNCF Podcast Process
Review Summary Developed

CNCF invites summary author
participate in podcast program

Summary author accepts & chooses to
narrate script

to

Summary author declines

PROCESS
Administrator contacts podcast editor to notify
development of a script is required

PROCESS
Administrator contacts podcast editor to notify that a
volunteer is required

Podcast editor develops script and sends to summary
author for feedback

Podcast editor develops script

Podcast editor sends script to relevant CRG for review
and edits as required

Podcast editor sends script to relevant CRG for review
and edits as required

Revised script sent to summary author to deliver podcast
using Skype (with podcast editor)

Podcast editor requests assistance from volunteer ‘pool’
to narrate script

Volunteer recruited and revised script sent. Podcast
recorded using Skype (facilitated by podcast editor)

If no volunteers available podcast editor delivers
podcast

Podcast editor edits podcast & sends to CNCF for upload

Script Template
1.

Intro music jingle: 30- 60 seconds

2.

CNCF Co-ordinator intro monologue: 30-60 seconds

3.
•
•

Topic Introduction: 30-60 seconds
Name, Title of Presenter
Title of Podcast (should be a full citation of the Cochrane review)

4.

Interlude (music break): 30 seconds

5.
•
•

Evidence Summary (Informal and engaging discussion): 3minutes
The question the review addressed
Type of Systematic Review This requires a brief discussion about whether the review includes
meta-analyses or a narrative summary. Example: This is a Cochrane Review containing a
meta-analysis of 6 randomised controlled trials (RCTs)
The quality of studies should be briefly described
Clinical Bottom Line/Clinical Relevance/Summary of Key Evidence This should include a
brief explanation of the topic/issue, and why it is clinically important to nurses, followed by a
description of the intervention and primary outcomes measured and whether they proved
statistical significance (stating the p values and confidence intervals and any other summary
statistics such as Risk or Number Needed to Treat).
Best Practice Recommendations/Implications for Nursing This should come from the authors’
conclusions and should be a brief description about what the evidence recommends/suggests
(e.g. is intervention X supported or not supported based on the results of the review?)
Research Recommendations This should be a concluding statement about the gaps in existing
evidence and if further research is needed.

•
•

•
•
6.

Interlude (music or break): 30 seconds

7.

Closing remarks (thank audience for listening, and encouraging them to look out for the
next CNCF podcast alert): 60 seconds

8.

Closing remarks about CNCF podcasts: 60 seconds

